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1  In some cases, original copies needed to be photocopied before being scanned into electronic 
format.  All scanned images were deskewed (to remove the effects of printer- and scanner-introduced 
tilting) and lightly cleaned (to remove dark spots caused by staple holes, hole punches, and other 
blemishes caused after initial printing). 
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staff checked and corrected the text as necessary.  Please note that the numbers and text in charts and 
tables were not reliably recognized by the OCR process and were not checked or corrected by staff. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES

International Developments

U.S. foreign trade statistics for January show movements

somewhat more unfavorable than the February 24 Green Book indicated

on p. 1-6. Merchandise exports and imports were both off from the

high December levels. However, when adjustment is made to correct for

statistical carryovers, the import dip was not as large as the drop

in exports. The statistics suggest what may turn out to have been a

leveling off, for the time being, of the previously rising trend of

exports. Comparison of the average for December-January with the

average for the preceding two months shows exports down 3 per cent, while

imports were up 3 per cent over this two-month interval.




